Abstract-We used a three-dimensional biomechanical model of human standing to test the feasibility of feed-forward control systems that vary stimulation to paralyzed muscles based on the user's posture and desire to effect a postural change. The controllers examined were (1) constant baseline stimulation, which represented muscle activation required to maintain erect standing, and (2) posture follower, which varied muscle activation as a function of the location of the projection of whole-body center of mass on the base of support. Posture-dependent control of stimulation demonstrated significant benefits over open-loop stimulation. Posture follower reduced upper-limb (UL) effort by an average of 50% compared with UL effort alone and by an average of 34% compared with baseline stimulation. On the other hand, reduction in UL effort was an average of 32% when using baseline stimulation. Compared with using UL effort alone, both controllers result in more than a 50% reduction in effort. The results of this study indicate that control systems that facilitate user-driven, task-dependent postures can be more effective and efficient than conventional open-loop stimulation. Also, they obviate the need for complicated posture-setting devices such as switches and joysticks. Functional implications include the potential to expand reachable workspace and better preparation for anticipated disturbances that could challenge balance over existing neuroprostheses for standing.
INTRODUCTION
Motor system neuroprostheses utilizing functional neuromuscular stimulation (FNS) can provide a means to improve the overall health and functional independence of individuals with paralysis resulting from spinal cord injury (SCI). Advanced FNS systems have been designed and deployed in several settings to aid individuals with SCI to stand erect from their wheelchairs [1] and to modulate stimulation levels according to sensor-based feedback to maintain balance against postural perturbations [2] [3] . The use of such systems can have both physiological and functional benefits ranging from increased blood flow and muscle mass and reduced incidence of pressure sores [4] [5] to the ability to access and interact with objects in the environment in ways that are difficult or impossible while sitting. Current neuroprostheses for standing after SCI prevent collapse by stiffening the lower limbs (LLs) through constant continuous stimulation of the knee, hip, and trunk extensors. One drawback of this implementation is that it does not allow for modulation of the stimulation in order to enable the user to assume postures other than remaining rigidly erect at the nominal standing position. Any postural shifts required by the user to reach objects within or outside the immediate workspace or to prepare for activities or expected disturbances must be achieved by using the arms to pull or push against an assistive device such as a walker. Since constant stimulation patterns are customized to support a specific standing posture (i.e., erect neutral stance), these patterns will be suboptimal and will not aid in changing posture away from neutral. This is because leaning away from neutral standing may require more muscle effort to support the body against the constant pull of gravity. Assuming the whole-body center of mass (CoM) was located 1 m above ground, a 10 forward lean about the ankle joints would result in an increase in ankle torque of more than 120 N-m for a 75 kg individual. If additional muscle effort were not recruited to absorb this torque, it would have to be provided by the upper limbs (ULs).
The ability to alter standing posture has several potential advantages. By changing the posture from one position to another, muscles of one side of the body could be rested to mitigate fatigue and thus prolong overall standing times. It would also be beneficial for users of standing neuroprostheses to shift their postures in preparation for tasks such as lifting and moving objects to and from shelves. In all such maneuvers, the location of the projection of the overall body CoM on the base of support (BoS) will have to be changed smoothly and continuously. Previous work has determined that the ability to execute maneuvers such as shifting weight from side to side or front to back would be essential to enable users of future FNS systems to adjust their postures in executing a wide variety of everyday tasks [6] .
Studies of bipedal standing with neuroprostheses are difficult to realize experimentally in real-time because of the limitations of existing FNS systems, which include activation of only a few paralyzed muscles at a time. Elapsed standing times with conventional FNS systems are also relatively short, typically 10 min, because of the fatigue induced by continuously activating postural muscles [7] . For these reasons, the most effective means for achieving a wide variety of postures and standing maneuvers are best explored in computer simulations that capture as many characteristics of the physical system as possible. Several musculoskeletal models have been proposed and used for the study of standing balance with FNS [8] [9] [10] . A major advantage of a model-based approach is the ability to examine a large number of scenarios without having to resort to difficult and potentially impractical human experimentation. Recent simulation studies have shown that it is possible to hold the body statically at different postures in a bipedal stance using muscles that have been compromised due to paralysis [11] [12] .
Other investigators have utilized sophisticated biomechanical models to examine the potential reduction in degrees of freedom (DOFs) that could be achieved by the closed-kinematic chain that defines bipedal standing [13] . From these studies, it is clear that it is not necessary to activate all joints in a bipedal standing maneuver. Only a minimal number commensurate with the total DOFs of the system need to be actively controlled, thus potentially reducing the number of stimulus channels required in a standing neuroprosthesis. We have developed a comprehensive and realistic three-dimensional (3D) musculoskeletal model that takes these and other biomechanical factors into account [14] .
We hypothesize that standing performance can be improved in terms of reduced use of the ULs for support by developing a control system that modulates stimulation based on current user posture and the desire for a postural shift. The goal of this study was to test, in simulation, the feasibility of two feed-forward control systems that would enhance the ability of neuroprosthesis recipients to change their standing postures. In the current work, the UL forces were envisaged as the major input to the system while the excitation of the muscles were altered only to assist with the intended movements generated by the user pulling or pushing on a walker with his or her arms. In this way, stimulation "follows" the new CoM locations acquired as a consequence of applying the UL forces rather than resisting movement of the CoM, as in the case of conventional continuous stimulation for standing. Due to the complex nature of the task and limitations with working with live subjects, this initial study was performed using a 3D biomechanical standing human model [15] . To simulate physiologically useful postural changes, the model pose was changed by specifying the UL forces required to place the overall body CoM in various locations within the BoS, as defined by the two feet in a nominal standing posture.
METHODS

Model Description
A closed-chain model of the human legs and trunk developed in SIMM (Musculographics Inc; Santa Rosa, California) was used in this study. The model had 14 DOFs and was actuated by 16 muscles that were previously determined to be an optimal set for standing after SCI [12] . The muscles were Hill-type muscle models and had their maximal forces scaled to reflect the actual forces expected to be available in subjects with SCI [16] [17] . The 14 DOFs were trunk pitch; trunk lateral bending (roll) angles; and bilateral (right and left) subtalar, ankle, knee, hip flexion and extension, hip adduction and abduction, and hip internal and external rotation angles. The muscles actuating the model were right medial gastrocnemius (MEDGAS), tibialis anterior, vastus lateralis (VASLAT), semimembranosus (SEMI-MEM), adductor magnus (AMAG1), gluteus medius (GMED1), gluteus maximus (GMAX1), and erector spinae (ESPINAE). The left side muscle names were prepended with the letter "L." Point forces were applied to each of the model's shoulders to simulate interactions with an assistive device such as a walker. The magnitude and direction of the forces were set by a proportional-derivative (PD) controller that used changes in the shoulder positions as input. The mathematical description of the model (skeleton and muscles) takes the form of a set of ordinary differential equations that were integrated to determine the joint trajectories. The inputs to the model were the muscle forces, UL forces, and gravity; the outputs were joint trajectories. The segmental mass and inertia properties of the model were calculated according to anthropometric tables [18] based on an average healthy male (weight 85 kg, height 1.72 m). The details of the model development and its application to posture shifting maneuvers were given in Audu et al. [15] .
Posture Optimization
A sequential quadratic programming optimization routine (SNOPT) [19] was used to find a set of postures that would allow the body's CoM to be located across a range of positions while maximizing the height of the vertical component of the CoM and minimizing the total change in joint angles. The objective function for this optimization was defined as (Equation (1))-where = the vector of the generalized coordinates that were adjusted to change the location of the projection of the CoM on the BoS; q i = the change in joint angles from the neutral posture, which consisted of an erect standing posture with the feet placed shoulder-width apart; and CoM IS = the vertical (inferior-superior) component of the CoM. J( ) was to be minimized subject to two equality constraints (Equation (2)):
where CoM AP and CoM ML = the anterior-posterior (AP) and medial-lateral (ML) components of the CoM, respectively, with the superscripts denoting the "desired" and "actual" values. The second term in Equation (1) was added to maintain the body as erect as possible while ensuring that the joint angles appropriately changed to achieve the desired CoM position.
Optimal postures were determined for CoM locations ranging 10 cm left and right of neutral and 22 cm forward from neutral in 2 cm increments. The neutral posture located the CoM at 5.2 cm in the AP direction and 0.0 cm in the ML direction measured from the ground reference frame located at the midpoint between the calcaneus bones of the two feet. defined in a grid on the estimated BoS that covered the area between the two feet for a typical normal human standing with feet placed shoulder-width apart [20] . The optimization routine was repeated 40 times for each prescribed CoM location, each time from a different randomly generated set of initial joint angles. This was done to find a global minimum in the highly nonlinear solution space. The best solutions (g 1 , g 2  1.0e -4 in Equation (2) and CoM IS  1.3 m in Equation (1)) were selected for each prescribed CoM location, and a second-order polynomial surface was fit to the results for each joint angle. An initial study with polynomials of different degrees resulted in the choice of the second-order polynomial because it was the lowest degree that provided the best fit with mean square error less than 1 percent. This ensured that an optimal posture, defined by a set of joint angles, for any given CoM location could be calculated. The equation for the polynomial was (Equation (3))-where x G and y G = the AP and ML coordinates of the CoM on the grid, respectively, and a 1 . . . a 6 = parameters of the quadratic polynomial that best fit the polynomial data. The elements of the vector (p) on the left-hand side of the equation were the 14 DOFs defining the joint angles in the model. A nonlinear least squares method optimization (function "lsqcurvefit," MATLAB, MathWorks; Natick, Massachusetts) was used to determine the six parameters for each of the joint angles. With the parameters a 1 . . . a 6 known, the values of the angles for every choice of CoM location in the plane could be estimated. The polynomial defined in Equation (3) defined what was called the "CoM-joint angle map." The main motivation for setting up the CoM-joint angle map was to identify the optimal joint angles for any specified CoM location that could serve as inputs to an inverse dynamics algorithm to determine the joint moments required to maintain the posture at that desired location.
In practice, the CoM-joint angle map could also be used to determine the CoM given the joint angles. However, this would be difficult to implement because it may require a large number of sensors to capture all the relevant values. In actual implementation, the CoM could be readily determined using a small number of inertial sensors appropriately placed at strategic locations on the body [12] .
Posture Controller Design
The goal of the posture controller was to set muscle activations appropriately to allow for postural changes, thus maintaining sufficient muscle activity to support the body against gravity. Two controller paradigms were explored: a baseline controller that maintained the same muscle activations at the optimum values required to maintain an erect static standing posture and a posture follower that continuously adjusted muscle activations based on the instantaneous location of the CoM. Both controllers utilized a feedforward command signal from the neuroprosthesis user to set the desired CoM location by using the ULs to exert forces on a support device such as a walker or countertop. Figure 2 depicts the control setup.
The posture follower design employed a map between CoM position and muscle activation values to drive its actions. Inverse dynamic simulations were performed with the model CoM placed in each of the grid points in Figure 1 to determine the joint moments at each of the (j = 1 . . . 14) DOFs required to statically maintain the posture at that grid point. The inputs to the inverse dynamics calculator were the joint angles read from the CoM-joint angles map. Once the joint moments were determined, a muscle force-sharing optimization problem was set up to determine the activations that would generate those moments. The objective function and constraints for that optimization take the following form typically used for similar optimization problems (Equations (4)-(5)) [21] :
where J = objective function, a = vector of muscle activations, nm = number of muscles, F i = force output from muscle i, A i = physiologic cross-sectional area of muscle i, df = number of controlled DOFs, and T j = instantaneous torque produced at DOF j by the muscles crossing it.
The mapping for the posture follower was developed by fitting a third-order polynomial surface to the required muscle activation values for each muscle against the location of the CoM within the BoS. The equation for the polynomial was given by (Equation (6)):
where x G and y G = AP and ML locations of the CoM grid point, respectively, and a 1 . . . a 10 = coefficient parameters of the third-order polynomial that fit the values of the static muscle activations defined by the quantity p s on the lefthand side of the equation. A nonlinear least squares method optimization was used to determine the 10 parameters for each of the static muscle activations. With this "static muscle activation map," the instantaneous values of the muscle activations required to maintain the model in any given posture within the BoS could be determined and applied continuously as the body moved from one CoM location to another.
Upper-Limb Contribution
Prior to doing forward simulations to test the controllers, the effect of the ULs on the dynamics of the movements was considered. In several studies, force production in the ULs was modeled as an impedance control phenomenon typically represented by an equation of form (Equation (7)) [22] [23] [24] :
where M, B, and K = generalized inertia, damping, and stiffness factors, respectively, of the arm; X(t) = change in hand position; and F(t) = change in applied force at the hand. In supported standing, the maneuvers may involve slow movements characterized by negligible acceleration of the shoulders and, therefore, constant velocities. At such steady-state conditions, Equation (7) reduces to (Equation (8)) [25] -A fundamental assumption in our study was that since, in human standing, the hands were fixed in space (in contact with a static support device), the same equation as Equation (8) would model the impedance of the arm in force production such that shoulder movements in space X(t) were accompanied by a force F(t) at the shoulders. As a first approximation, therefore, interactions of the user with a support device were represented by the forces exerted at the shoulders as determined by a PD controller acting on changes in the shoulder positions [26] [27] . At every instant of time during the simulation, the UL effort applied at the shoulders was computed via (Equation (9))-where the first term was the proportional term defined as (Equations (10)- (11))-and the second term in Equation (9) was the derivative term defined as (Equations (12)- (13) and (4) , (7) . (8) ,
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gains (similar meanings apply for i and m as for ). and represent the instantaneous and commanded positions of the shoulders, respectively. The positions of the left and right shoulders were computed from the model using the orientations of the body segments. The commanded positions of the shoulders were those computed with the body in the erect nominal standing position. Equation (12) represents a filtered derivative term using a first-order filter where N is a constant between 8 and 16 [28] ; T D is the derivative time constant; and t is the controller update step size, set at 0.005 s for all simulations. Altogether, there were six proportional and six derivative gains to be determined before the PD controller was applied in simulation. An optimization algorithm where the overall body CoM was required to track a set of specified trajectories involving shifts in the AP, ML, and diagonal directions was used to determine the gains. The trajectories of the CoM were chosen arbitrarily to represent movements that would imitate actual shifts in body pose such as would be required to retrieve objects in the space around a standing human. They involved shifts in projections of the CoM from the neutral posture to a forward, sideways, or diagonal location within the BoS and return to neutral. The PD gains were determined so as to minimize an objective function given by (Equation (14) )-where and = actual and commanded positions of the body CoM along the AP, ML, or diagonal directions. W is a weighting parameter that weighs the tracking error relative to the UL effort during a movement. W was determined such that at the nominal standing posture with baseline stimulation, the two terms in square brackets in Equation (14) were about equal. That value was used throughout the rest of the optimization to scale the second term relative to the first.
In a forward simulation, the combined forces acting on the system, in addition to gravity, were (1) the UL effort representing the interaction with the walker and (2) muscle forces generated via constant baseline muscle activations or via variable muscle activations applied to the muscles as function of the instantaneous location of the projected whole-body CoM onto the BoS.
The impedance parameters (PD gains) for the UL contribution were determined as part of a series of dynamic simulations involving the five specific shifts in the CoM as depicted in Figure 3 for each of the three conditions: UL effort only, baseline activation, and posture follower. In every optimization step, the term in square brackets in Equation (14) was computed for each of the five movements, and the final objective was the sum of the five outcomes. After the gains for each of the three conditions were determined, their mean values were computed and used in the same optimization but with the objective function being the sum of the three objectives. To alleviate the computational burden, all optimization runs were done in a supercomputer cluster consisting of two 32-processor nodes running the parallel optimization software APPS-PACK (Asynchronous Parallel Pattern Search Package) developed at the Sandia National Laboratories (Albuquerque, New Mexico) [29] . Thereafter, the performance of each control paradigm was tested by doing similar forward dynamic simulations of posture shifts that moved the whole-body CoM from the nominal position to five different targets individually in the transverse plane along straight-line trajectories. The targets were located in a neutral position, 10 cm to the left and right of neutral, 10 cm forward from neutral, and 10 cm at the left-forward and right-forward diagonal locations (Figure 3) . Each simulation was 30 s in duration and consisted of an initial stabilization period of 5 s, a movement from one target to an adjacent target (up ramp) with a duration of 6 s, a dwell at the target position for 8 s, and a return to the initial target (down ramp) in 6 s with another stabilization period of 5 s. For comparison purposes, the simulations were repeated with no muscles active. Only the UL forces were used to execute the various movements, although reaching in these cases would not be possible since both limbs would always be required for support and balance.
Testing Controller Performance
The simulation procedures for testing controller performance were the same as those used to determine the PD gains in the previous section. These simulations were carried out to test the two stimulation conditions: (1) "open-loop control" in which constant, optimal (or baseline) activations were applied and the ULs generated the movement and (2) "posture follower control" in which stimulation was modulated based on the current location of the CoM. The UL effort required to generate the movement was used as a metric of system performance. The differences between the UL efforts used when the controllers were active against the situation when the UL forces acted alone with no muscles active were assessed using (Equation (15))-where E UE = mean effort without stimulation and only the ULs were active, and E CO = mean effort when one of the two controllers (baseline stimulation or posture follower) was active. A similar approach was used to determine the performance of the posture follower relative to the conventional clinical case of standing with continuous constant stimulation. The mean efforts were computed as the areas under the curve of the UL forces over the time interval 0.25 s  t  30 s. The period up to t = 0.25 s was taken as the stabilization period when the body was adjusting and thus was ignored in the integration. Figure 4 shows 3D plots of the profiles of each of the 14 joint angles versus the AP and ML locations of each grid point. The asterisks show the actual data points while the continuous colored mat shows the fitted map. The results of the optimization routine indicate that a combination of ankle, hip, and trunk angle changes contributed mainly to movement of the CoM in the sagittal (AP direction) plane. The knees and rotation of the hips were fairly constant for all changes in CoM. There was no apparent contribution from hip adduction and trunk bend when the CoM moved forward or backward. For postures with the CoM shifted in the coronal (ML direction) plane, a combination of subtalar angle, hip abduction and adduction, and trunk bend were required. Trunk movement contributed most to the optimal maneuvers followed by subtalar motion, implying that trunk bend or roll and subtalar angles are the preferred methods for achieving change of CoM in the ML direction. Hip abduction and adduction were the least important contributor, and the remaining joint angles remained relatively constant as the CoM position was varied in the coronal plane.
RESULTS
Posture Optimization
Upper-Limb Impedance Parameters
The Table shows the values of the gains obtained using Equation (14) . These parameters are applicable as UL impedance values for all movement directions and for all controller types. The mean UL proportional gains were largest in the inferior-superior direction (mean 5,020 N/m). These are followed by those in the fore-aft direction (mean 3,170 N/m) and then those in the ML direction (mean 1,330 N/m). All derivative gains assume a mean value of 109 N-s/m. The larger value of proportional gain in the inferior-superior direction may be attributable to the need to sustain the overall body weight in that direction, while the lower value in the ML directions may be due to the higher stability in that direction associated with the width of the BoS. Lower values for the derivative gain were important to avoid overshoots in the UL control forces despite utilizing filtered derivatives for all velocity inputs. A constant value of 1.0e -3 was found adequate for the weighting parameter (W) in Equation (14) for all cases.
Posture Follower Map
The posture follower relied on a series of maps between CoM locations in the transverse plane and the muscle activations required to (1) support the posture against gravity and (2) allow for generation of forward, backward, left, and right shifts in CoM location. Figure 5 shows plots of the activations of each of the 16 muscles versus the AP and ML locations of each grid point. These maps specifying the muscle activations required to support the body against gravity confirm the findings of previous reports that each of these muscles was important , for standing in various static postures [12] . The muscles with the highest activations across all tested postures were those that are traditionally associated with postural support: ankle plantar flexors to stiffen the ankle, SEMI-MEM and ESPINAE to maintain hip and trunk extension, and AMAG1 and GMED1 to stiffen the hips against further adduction and abduction in sideways leaning postures. The muscles with lower average activation are still important to maintain specific nonerect postures; however, activations of the GMAX1 and VASLAT were small and relatively unchanged across all postures.
Controller Performance
The performance of the controllers was tested in a series of simulated postural shifts with the task of moving the CoM between various targets along a straight-line trajectory. Postural shifts between every adjacent target were tested while the mean UL effort required to generate the movement, as well as the mean error between target and actual CoM position in the transverse plane, was optimized. Figure 8 , it appears that forward shift maneuvers were accomplished primarily by changes in ankle angle, with most of the other joint angles remaining relatively constant. All controllers exhibited good tracking for the relevant CoM components with very small overshoot during the left diagonal movements when the UL effort was used alone and with open-loop baseline stimulation. Figure 9 shows the UL effort histories applied during the specified maneuvers. The mean UL effort required to maintain a steady-state posture at the nominal erect posture was between 90 and 100 N when the UL effort alone was used, while it reduced to 40 to 50 N when any of the muscle controllers were activated. Stimulation greatly reduced UL effort even in steady-state standing when the CoM was kept at a fixed position. Figure 9 . Posture follower performed better than constant baseline stimulation (about 34% reduction in UL effort) mainly during the forward and diagonal movements. During the extreme right and left movements, the reduction was about 8 percent. On the other hand, constant (open-loop) stimulation performed only slightly better than UL effort alone for the forward and diagonal movements. The approximately 20 percent improvement over no stimulation for this controller was due to reduced UL effort during the steady-state periods. During the extreme left and right movements, both controllers performed much better (up to about 50%) than UL effort alone. The two controllers performed equally well during these two maneuvers when compared with no stimulation, probably because only portions of the ESPINAE muscles were recruited for movements in the ML plane (Figure 5) . The other most active muscles (MEDGAS and SEMIMEM) were mainly active in the AP plane alone.
DISCUSSION
The primary goal of this study was to determine whether we could apply posture-specific stimulation to improve the performance of neuroprostheses for standing. We defined performance using two metrics: (1) reducing the effort required from the user to maintain a posture and switch between postures and (2) improving the user's Table. Gains for upper-limb proportional-derivative controller.
Shoulder
Gain Type Movement Direction Value
Note: x = fore-aft, y = inferior-superior, z = medial-lateral.
ability to maintain and track particular postures as defined by target CoM locations. Using a feed-forward control structure, the average UL effort was reduced by over 20 to 50 percent during postural shifts over using UL effort alone. CoM target tracking was excellent using all controller types with only a little overshoot during one of the maneuvers when the UL effort was used alone and when open-loop stimulation was used. We tested two control structures: baseline open-loop stimulation and the posture follower. The baseline stimulation control structure was the simpler of the two and represented the conventional application of constant stimulation to all muscles. The posture follower varied muscle activation based on the location of the wholebody CoM in the transverse plane. This controller would allow optimal stimulation to be applied as the user moved between postures using his or her arms to drive the movement, in essence using the body itself as a joystick-like command input. The average UL effort was reduced by over 50 percent during postural shifts with the posture follower for all five maneuvers, over the 20 to 45 percent reduction with conventional open-loop continuous stimulation. The performance of continuous baseline stimulation was comparable with the posture follower only for the extreme leftward and rightward shifts. For the other three movements, the posture follower outperformed baseline stimulation by achieving up to 34 percent further reduction in UL effort. As illustrated in Figure 9 , any form of LL stimulation reduced the UL effort required to support the body in the nominal posture and move the CoM to new targets by more than half that required by using the ULs alone without stimulation. In reality, users of standing neuroprostheses in particular and individuals with SCI in general rarely stand to reach objects by using only their ULs and instead rely on stimulation or external orthoses, respectively.
The low UL effort required to shift between postures and the high precision of CoM target tracking while using the posture follower means that any additional control structure could only offer minor benefits at the cost of system complexity and need for additional control inputs. These findings indicate that it would be best to focus on transitioning the posture follower into a realworld system instead of adding the unnecessary complications that more sophisticated control structures such as joystick control, etc., would bring.
Our previous studies investigated use of CoM for feedback control based on 3D acceleration of CoM for the express purpose of disturbance rejection about the nominal posture setpoint [2] [3] 26] . Stimulation levels were modulated to respond to unanticipated, dynamic changes occurring only while standing at that nominal position. However, constant baseline stimulation was utilized for vertical support while volitional user effort along with the actions of the controller maintained it at the nominal steady state value. In the current study, we investigated a potential to improve the clinical utility and functionality of standing by exploring an advanced control system that allows efficient shifts of the nominal posture itself. Specifically, this study explored modulating stimulation to more efficiently shift to other setpoint positions in concert with user volition. As such, CoM position was the process variable of interest. This variable can be estimated online from joint position measured by any number of methods, including segment accelerations that would avoid implementing awkward body-worn sensors that cross the hips, knees, and ankles. The posture follower approach, therefore, is compatible with the purely dynamic feedback provided by accelerometers located on the trunk and pelvis to estimate CoM accelerations for disturbance rejection.
Regardless of the control structure that is chosen, the transition to laboratory demonstration and clinical implementation will be a challenge. The primary limitation of either control system is the use of the whole-body CoM as a surrogate for body posture. Two inherent assumptions were made in the development of these controllers: (1) we can enforce a desired set of postures so that there is an optimal 1-to-1 mapping between CoM position and posture, and (2) we can determine CoM position with sufficient precision to accurately drive the controller. The first assumption is important because the muscle activations will be optimized for a specific set of postures, and if the user deviates too far from these postures, then these activations will not be optimal and could be detrimental to stable standing. This issue will need to be investigated further, but if stimulation alone is insufficient to generate unique, optimal postures, then the appropriate orthoses could be added at the problematic joints for a direct and effective solution. The second issue is related to the relatively small variations in CoM location as the posture continually adapts and accommodates. Any system that tracks changes in CoM would need to be sensitive and robust in the presence of measurement noise. In the laboratory, optical motion-capture systems offer ample sensitivity to track very small changes in body position. Such systems are currently available for the home and in the community, although recent gaming technologies, such as the Nintendo Wii and Microsoft Kinect, provide hope that inexpensive, at-home motion-capture systems may eventually be possible. Currently, the best option would most likely be to use accelerometers or other orientation sensors placed at strategic locations on the trunk, pelvis, and limbs and to combine their signals in such a way as to give good estimates of whole-body CoM location and joint positions [26] . The simulation study described in Nataraj et al. determined that the typical noise and tracking errors reported for such sensors were within acceptable boundaries to still resolve postural positions with sufficient accuracy for effective feedback control of neuroprosthetic standing [30] . While the required precision of the sensors was not assessed in this study, the previous utilization of such sensors with our customized implantable stimulator for feedback control of neuroprosthetic standing suggests potential feasibility for live-subject implementation for setpoint control as well [2] [3] . The model-based study presented here has some intrinsic limitations. First, the assumption that the UL contributes to the control of movement via a PD-type action is an oversimplification of the yet unknown behavior of the UL effort of a user under live conditions. It is unclear how best to validate that the ULs behave in the same manner as impedance control systems for hand manipulation. Further studies need to be carried out to validate the nature of UL contributions to movements in the AP and ML directions, especially when LL muscle action is compromised. Another limitation is that the maps were developed using static information only. The maps could be developed using the actual dynamic trajectories of the activations computed by undertaking a wide variety of dynamic maneuvers by changing the projected CoM from one random location to another. However, such maps would require more sophisticated and computationally expensive approaches, such as using dynamic neural networks. The potential benefits of such complex designs need to be further evaluated relative to their efficiency for clinical deployment. From Figure 9 , we observed that the results did not seem to display an exact symmetry between the left and right and between the left diagonal and right diagonal UL forces. This also reflected in the percent difference in mean UL effort shown in Figure 10 . The main reason for this lack of symmetry was because of the nature of the closed-chain constraint associated with the requirement to have the two feet be firmly placed on the ground throughout the simulations. In reality, only the right foot was fully constrained to the ground. The requirement for having the left foot also to be constrained fully to the ground could only be achieved via the satisfaction of an algebraic constraint at every time step of the simulation. Thus, any model involving bipedal standing must solve a combined differential and algebraic set of equations [13, 15] . Small errors in satisfying these algebraic constraint equations could cause the outputs between left and right sides to differ. This problem could be avoided by completely eliminating the closed-chain constraint equations from the model prior to any simulations. This approach would require enormous additional effort in the modeling of the system and is currently under study. Finally, the musculoskeletal model assumed there was no twist movement of the trunk. For many useful activities of daily living, control of trunk twist notably improves functionality. However, excessive axial rotation should be avoided for a neuroprosthesis user because this could compromise the stability attained while holding on to the support device.
This study sought to determine the feasibility of a posture-dependent muscle activation controller for a standing FNS system. Our results show that such a system could benefit a neuroprosthesis user by reducing the effort required to change postures while standing and allowing for finer control of posture. Both of these benefits would make reaching and performing activities while standing easier for a user of the standing system.
CONCLUSIONS
We have explored the potential of designing simple control structures that could be implemented in neuroprostheses to restore standing balance and allow individuals paralyzed by SCI to set task-specific and user-driven standing postures. By using smooth interpolating maps to determine which instantaneous muscle activations to apply in order to achieve movement maneuvers in the sagittal and coronal planes, we obviate the need for designing and deploying otherwise complex controllers for an inherently unstable and highly nonlinear biomechanical system. The results showed that advanced feedforward systems are feasible and can potentially outperform conventional open-loop baseline stimulation in terms of reduced UL effort. The application of such control structures will expand the capabilities of current FNS systems, which rely on constant baseline stimulation to maintain standing balance. 
